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• In April 2015, the 13th UN Congress on Crime Prevention and Criminal Justice was convened in Doha, Qatar

• More than 4,000 participants from 149 countries were joined by the UN Secretary-General

• The Congress aimed to focus on the links between security, justice, the rule of law and sustainable development

• The Doha Declaration was subsequently adopted by the General Assembly in its resolution 70/174 on 17 December 2015
AN AMBITIOUS ENDEAVOUR

• To put the Doha Declaration into reality, UNODC, with the financial support of the State of Qatar, launched an ambitious Global Programme

• This four-year initiative promotes peaceful, just and inclusive societies for sustainable development
FOUR MAIN COMPONENTS

Youth Crime Prevention through Sports
Provides youth with life skills training and sports-based programmes

Prisoner Rehabilitation
Fosters the rehabilitation and social integration of prisoners into society

Judicial Integrity
Supports judicial institutions and helps prevent corruption in justice systems

Education for Justice
Supports the integration of crime prevention and rule of law into education
OVERALL ACHIEVEMENTS

Over 440,000 people from over 190 countries have been impacted (24% from Asia, 12% from Africa and 56% from Latin America).

Direct capacity-building provided to over 20,000 people and direct technical assistance provided to 35 countries.

30+ references in official UN reports.

Gender distribution: 51% male and 49% female.
COMPONENT ACHIEVEMENTS

**Education for Justice:** 171 educational tools and games

**Judicial Integrity:** Global Judicial Integrity Network launched in April 2018

**Prisoner Rehabilitation:** Business plans have been signed in ten countries

**Youth Crime Prevention:** Line Up Live Up implemented in 10 countries

**Advocacy:** Social media reach of 6.8 million and 7 million website views
SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOALS

• All components contribute towards 16.A through direct capacity-building, tools produced and direct technical assistance

• Judicial Integrity: builds the capacity of judges to promote the rule of law, reduce corruption and strengthen institutions; over 40 pilot sites for the Network’s Judicial Ethics Training Tools

• Education for Justice: builds the capacity of educators to teach the next generation to better understand and address problems that can undermine the rule of law

• Prisoner Rehabilitation: builds capacity of institutions to strengthen rehabilitation programmes through education

• Youth Crime Prevention: contributes to the achievement of SDG 16 through Line Up Live Up
SDG LINKAGES

• Visualize the big picture, how the interrelationships matter and how our work can address and build on these linkages

• In continuing its leadership role of Goal 16, we seek to work with partners from the UN family, public and private sector and civil society which fosters a multi-disciplinary approach

• Achieving one SDG target is dependent on another and progress on one target reinforces progress on other targets
“We live in a complex world. The United Nations cannot succeed alone. Partnership must continue to be at the heart of our strategy. We should have the humility to acknowledge the essential role of other actors, while maintaining full awareness of our unique convening power.”

*United Nations Secretary-General António Guterres*
Measuring Impact:

- Over 5,200 evaluation materials received from beneficiaries

- Participant Satisfaction Surveys: Over 96% satisfaction rates and 92% will use the knowledge gained in the next six months

- Pre-and Post-Training Test: Average knowledge increase of 31%

- Beneficiary Survey: Information was shared with over 107,000 people and 98% of respondents implemented measures
Please consider the Permanent Mission of El Salvador as a Partner in this journey of joint cooperation.

Astrid Elisa Portillo Rodriguez
Counselor, Embassy of the Republic of El Salvador to Austria

UNODC | The Doha Declaration: Promoting a Culture of Lawfulness
This intervention on the part of UNODC is timely and marks a turning point in the life of the Mwembeshi Maximum Correctional Facility.

Stephen Kampyongo
Minister of Home Affairs of Zambia
The ethics training tools are not only very relevant, but very timely at this point in the development of the Philippine Judiciary. I hope that we can work with you in the near future in this regard.

Maria Filomena D. Singh
Justice
Court of Appeals, Philippines
Hackathons are longstanding traditions here at Facebook, so we’re thrilled to bring this tradition to Lagos where we will stay up all night hacking and learning.

Chimdi Aneke
Facebook Developer Program Manager
• October: International High-Level Conference on Educating for the Rule of Law in Vienna

• November: Regional Prisoner Rehabilitation Workshop for MENA Region Countries in Doha

• November: High-Level Conference of the Global Judicial Integrity Network in Doha

• April 2020: 14th UN Congress on Crime Prevention and Criminal Justice in Kyoto, Japan
THANK YOU

@DohaDeclaration
#Act4RuleofLaw

@MarcoTeixeiraUN

unodc.org/DohaDeclaration

marco.teixeira@un.org
UPCOMING ACTIVITIES- CCPCJ

20 May- 1:30-2:30, Strengthening the Rule of Law through Education (UNESCO), Plenary Room

21 May: 9-9:50, Fighting Corruption through Education, M7

2:20-3:10, The Doha Declaration Global Programme: Translating the Outcome of the Crime Congress into Concrete Results to Foster a Culture of Lawfulness, M6

2:20-3:10, Integrating Sport in Youth Crime Prevention and Criminal Justice Strategies, M2


2:20-3:10, The Development of Rehabilitation Programmes for Prisoners in Palestine, M7

23 May: 2:20-3:10, Gender and Diversity in the Justice Sector, M3